Public Health Isolation & Quarantine Order

To: [Name]

The Wyoming Department of Health has reasonable cause to believe that you may have been exposed to a communicable disease that affects the public health: Coronavirus Disease 19 (COVID-19).

Under the authority of Wyoming Statutes §§ 35-1-240(a)(ii) and (iii) and as necessary for the protection of the public health, you are hereby ordered to implement the following isolation and quarantine measures effective immediately:

1. You shall remain at your home located at [address] You may leave only to seek medical care or to spend time outside on the property as long as you distance yourself from others.
2. You shall not have close, prolonged contact with others. Close, prolonged contact is defined as being within six (6) feet of others for greater than ten (10) minutes.
3. You shall notify the Wyoming Department of Health if you develop signs or symptoms of Coronavirus Disease 19 (COVID-19) (fever, cough, shortness of breath, or sore throat).

If you do not comply with this Order, you may be subject to criminal prosecution under Wyoming Statutes §§ 35-1-105 and -106.

This Order will be effective for 14 days after the date of your last contact with an infected individual. This Order will be effective until the [x] day of [month], 2020. When this order expires, you may return to work and resume normal activities.

Any questions regarding this Order may be directed to Dr. Alexia Harrist at (307) -777-7716.

Done this [x], day of [month], 2020.

Alexia Harrist, MD, PhD
State Health Officer
Wyoming Department of Health